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Abstract
Before words take on meaning for us, whether we encounter them as youngsters or
adults, they are collections of sounds and shapes, more or less mellifluous depending on
our personal aesthetics, and what we mean them to describe merely nameless objects,
ideas, or actions. The intersection of words and what, or how, they describe is sizable,
although in everyday exchanges we tend towards the objects of description rather than
the descriptions themselves. The poems comprising Ricochet, and perhaps much of
poetry in general, attempt to serve as a corrective to this predisposition. Veering in
multifarious directions, the poems in turn encounter nature, science, politics, religion,
language, and life cycles. The pith of the collection is the quirky third section, which
explores movement as much as it does the stated subjects of the poems. The compilation
plays with language, presenting ideas that ricochet, but not necessarily back to their
origins.
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Contiguity

boreal night
inside my pillow:
snow, desiccated and lofty,
squatting under exponents
of stars, the crouch
leaves me—knee
prints in snow,
algid air, hiemal land
and that light—
not downtown
Portland, bus mall
meek with squatters
and stragglers and silenced
squawkers—
not times square
at midnight, jackhammers
and a restless throng
and neon billboards
feral in the sky—
but bright—bright
with the asterisms drinking
gourd and guardians
o f the pole, bright
with cassiopeia’s chair
and the milky
way, light
though our sun
is adumbrated
among the counted trillion.

Winter Camping in Denali

A wavering line
of toy hills in white
— vole runways—
& nearby the indented
reminders of
lynx.
Not a clearing but a pond.
Scuff your boot
to see.
Red fox agile on brumal ground,
all shaggy umber tail & ears,
chasing.
Always change into dry
clothes after hiking.
Snowshoes help tamp down
an area for the tent.
Prime your pot with water
to keep the snow from burning.
Snack constantly. Stay
hydrated. Pee
regularly.
There are no slippers, or sipping
fizzy drinks on the couch; there is
no couch. There is no going in
if fingers sting, only
reconstituted soup
& layers of long johns
& wishing
for expedition weight socks.
How to stay warm

when furless with expired
hand warmers, ossified
shoelaces?
There is moving
& later tunneling
into your mummy bag until
only your gelid
nose pokes out
& there is the rime
in your tent at daybreak
& the melting of snow for hot
Tang & oatmeal before
setting out.

daybreak in northern country
10 a.m. he sleeps
lips parted
sheen of one strand of saliva
subtending top and bottom
teeth, it might have been
a spider lighting
in the night, thread
shivers through each thick
breath, I shiver, congested, he
is congested, nascent silver
pokes through lead-painted
pane, it could be rays,
it could be the day.
the parabola of his chin,
the profile of my nose,
if I close
one eye
lines meld,
widen into planes,
curve into volumes,
multiply into

n, n +1 dimensions.

outside, wind streams
remaining sequins to the ground—
spiders’ webs come
tumbling, too.

Thoughts No. 50-59
Kangaroos adapted to the Outback:
panting, licking skinny
arms in the opaque heat, hopping
to curb thirst, joeys hiding in pouches nearly
impervious to the Wedgetail
eagle, the dingo.
Humans never did
adapt. We recalibrate
our environments to suit us. Usually
works.
My inflamed taste bud has finally
decompressed. I can eat
curry again.
It’s overcast
& I’m glad, too much sun
in too many weeks. Maybe I’m not
a real Pacific Northwestemer
anymore.
Living in Fairbanks
you need a moisturizing
budget. Glad I can
afford one.
Today I learned
marriage is about speaking
in the plural. I practiced
on the phone: We can’t get
enough o f eggplant.
I’ve always
wanted to drive
into this stone wall
by the cemetery near my house, & shout
at La Bergerie, & crab walk
down Main.
Instead I write a screenplay—
Herbert wants to piss
but can
’t.He clocks the bathroom
wallpaper peeling, iridescent, teal
damselflies static. They project
compound eyes on him. He conjures
waterfalls, coming, thunderstorms; jets

into the kitchen, fills a plat bag
with cool filtered water, sucks it down
back in the bathroom, dick in hand.
Relief. But as he stops drinking
the piss fizzles. Water tricked him.
It ’sold Sisyphus again, Herbert before
the toilet, bladder
filling.
Me, I’m glad I’m not searing
in the Outback, glad
I’m not Herbert.

Melt
After seven stomping months
of navigating black clodhoppers through dry
white piles, a spring glint came
last week & went
yesterday, & today my indoor thighs
swathed in polyester bike shorts
cook in the Interior as
pedaling, I pelt
marble-sized mosquitoes. Alon & I swish
through three lanes, scan, listen,
signal. A bull moose
plain pads across, cars serenely brake
then accelerate as he settles into
a new spot to nibble
fine green air.
Home, we dispatch spade & hoe—our toes
sink, fingers mingle with moist dirt. We
blow away the mosquitoes (till we leam they relish
carbon dioxide), chuck fish fertilizer at each other,
duck, form rows of mounds, anticipate flowers
forming into fruit.
Then it is July, and though it’s our first time,
we must have done something
right, else the weather or Ultimacy or
dumb luck did. Sugar peas and carrots,
coaxed into a quick Krebs cycle by
twenty-two hour
stretches of sunlight,
are sprouting.

“There’s a poem in here somewhere”
- overheard at a gathering of writers
under the Smurf piggybank on my desk,
inside the VCR with the dust, or twistytied like a bag of bagels or bracing
romaine lettuce (bottom shelf in
the fridge, on the right behind
the Tupperwared gazpacho)
might be a poem beneath that knobby
rock in my Zen garden (rake the sand around it,
see if the poem squeaks), or colluding
with crumbs behind the couch cushions,
or yelling from inside the shower drain
(a bit muffled, of course, all that hair)
could be there’s one in your left
cargo pocket, or out back behind the rhubarb
plant, or shimmying into the mailbox—but
don’t let on if you see one—the whole lot might
evanesce, an impish exodus, and you’d be
left, only thinking you’d heard twittering

Double-Coupon Sunday Daydream
“One-stop shopping” means all you gotta do is go to Freddy’s
and get that three-prong adapter, buckwheat pancake
mix and an extension cord so the house can
reach into the Caspian Sea, dip its head
and resurface festooned
with crabs.

Contiguity
There’s nothing European to boycott here—
the cheese isn’t French, the chocolate sure as
hell ain’t Belgian. Moose
is the culture—how big the rack, how
tender the meat. Everything’s from Korea or
Argentina or Grown in California, some six
thousand miles away. Except the local stuff,
of course. Local: my little plot, 12 heads
of lettuce, matured in late July (bundle up
your lettuce starting in November or it’ll
freeze on your way to the car).
Free ISP with your paid phone line!
Install an autostart for your car; get a free turkey!
Watch for the KMart bush catalog!
Cabs are trucks, mist hovers over the slough,
and the postal carrier delivers from an SUV. The school’s
lunch menu is news on morning radio, and it was only ravens
who stole the ornaments from the hospital parking lot. It’s no
island, this place where nostril hairs and eyelashes freeze
five months of the year, where reindeer omelettes aren’t
the day’s special.
We’re part
of the contiguous United States, though some think
we float in the South Pacific. Sometimes I’d rather be
in the South Pacific. Contiguous,
though not continuous:
are we part
of the United States? Where within city limits you cart
your garbage to the dump? Where someone got locked
in the dump? Where they held a run to save
Nordstrom but wear insulated overalls
to church? Where cabin-dwellers (nurses, cashiers, your
former college professors) watch for bears on their way back
the outhouse? Most wired state
in the nation. Yup, we’re connected, hooked
up, we’ve got electricity. Well,
most of us.

Decoding

Humanities & the Hard Sciences Mingle at a Mixer
1.
Set poetry equal to math, pause
for the requisite cringe, then check
the argument: valid premises lend
themselves to valid conclusions.
To speak in prose or verse? Can I delete
the subject of a line? the verb?
a preposition?
the intent?
Will clarity then be compromised if I pinch
a sentence in two, insert
a line break, flavor my strokes with
punctuation?

.

2
The length, area, or volume beneath:
J
The ratio of the circumference of a circle to its diameter:

n
A quantity multiplied by itself, added to another quantity,
the quantity multiplied by the quantity of the first quantity
multiplied again by itself, but short
the second quantity:
(a2+b)(a2-b)
3.
Williams wrote sixteen words about a wheelbarrow.
Others wrote volumes about what that wheelbarrow must have meant.
4.
Diagram a pantoum: El FI, E2 F2.
Sketch sestinas: hexagonal structures

having volume and weight.
Define the range
then integrate.
Math, poetry, language.
A crisp proof is preferred to a flabby one.
Fit big ideas into small spaces.
Consider precision, sharpen, delete.
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Wednesday on Kibbutz
Another day in the banana fields
tugging at twine,
we release the monolithic bunches
from purple plastic, expose
dry heat, winging mosquitoes, still air—
we’re exposed, we wear
long pants, long sleeves, socks, but they’re thin;
it’s too hot and the mosquitoes pierce us,
the purple plastic, the banana sheaths—
then Shmuel finds a bunch:
not supermarket-sized, this bunch
of bunches is taller than us, the girls, taller
even than the boys, but it fell
and we can’t re-attach it
to the spiraling leaf sheaths.
So we eat some, take a break,
unauthorized, sprawled by the side of section Dalet
on a rumple of ground the tractor made,
six of us, side by side, dirt mingling
with our sweat and not even noon, eating
bananas, swigging sun-warmed water, playing
with a hubcap that found its way
when F-4 Phantoms
one
then another
scream over us
then another
wing formation
shake our charges
slice the air
all power, a pilot, a bomber
on their way
north

toward Syria. W e’re unsheathed, we duck,
plug our ears, haven’t heard any news,
nowhere to duck, no radios in the fields,
six of us side by side in the dirt, cooled
by the wind and the roar
of those birds

Decoding
Under the sun: Enjoying Mexico’s
magical charms—neat magazines in rows
in the seat pockets in front of us, flight
one-oh-one, glossy and meant to entice us.
I flipped past Ixtapa, scanned the crossword,
got 52 down, Ocean bird, or erne.
39 down was pegged Kaddish, e.g.
Turned out the answer was elegy.
Could be that no one at Penny Press knew
there’s no death in kaddish, only b ’rich hu,
blessed be He, and
yitgadalv’yitkadash,
exalted, sanctified. Landing in McIntosh
I bought a 3-subject notebook in lime
that was manufactured in Palestine,
Texas, by Comet School Supplies— like Paris,
Illinois— only not, since Tiberias
is where family lives, in the north, near
the Sea of Galilee, and we all cheer
each time the bombers miss. It means we can
hit snooze, snuggle and load our diaphragms,
do crosswords, eat green beans and fly away,
skip chanting kaddish for another day.

Pageant at Grant Elementary
Between
Santa Claus is Coming to Town
and I Had a Little Dreidel
I threw up—
I didn’t mean to—
we hadn’t even gotten
to Silent Night when
dull yellow
splattered my shoes—
Kelly shrieked.
The piano stopped.
The curtain dropped.
Kelly wouldn’t play with me
after that, said Jesus
didn’t like it, said
I shouldn’t have
done it, said
That dreidel song
was just ‘cause a ’you, anyways,
and you ruined the pageant, you
ruined it.

Growing a Family Tree
My Australian friend says bung
is the opposite of functional; it’s what happens
when you’re broke, or dead, or both.
A Southern friend tells me that funked
means rotten or moldy.
I look up
funked—
Webster’s plunked it down next to funkia,
that plantain lily.
My adroit ancestors stumbled into Russia,
nimble of mind as one’s ancestors always are:
never animistic, always aniconic, they trusted
in God, they deferred
to the ineffable one
except that Russia has this animus against Jews.
They would have been better off
praying beside the plantain lily,
cantillating shacharit from Shanghai.
Peace was an aardvark in the aalii—
absolutism returned, their funked
life (it was almost absurd!) abrogated.
Decades later, after my parents and I crossed
the Atlantic with $300 and three suitcases, having sold
our towels in Ladispoli, that coastal town
in Italy, for money for bread,
we began accumulating.
Today, facing east in a split-level in America,
I envision Jerusalem, await absolution.

File Folder Full of Questions
Why did you wake up today? to piss? to kiss
your wife? to push alizarin crimson into canvas
while banging to Limp Bizkit? My son embarrasses
when my ears devour the biscuit. I persist.
Why persist? Nature: garbage collectors,
the Visa people, those helpful mortgage folks.
Persistent bastards.
Why persist in asking? Answer!
53: the number of ants I trampled today.
Yellow: the color I wanted my sheets to stay.
Because of the Franco-Prussian War: why I failed history.
Because my wife kissed me: why I woke up today?
Ripe avocados: why my guac isn’t bland.
Number theory: why I ate math.
Question: are you a realist or a nominalist?
Realist: yellowness exists independent of thought.
Nominalist: yellowness doesn’t exist when
abstracted from daffodils and rubber ducks.
Ripeness, biscuit-ness, wife-ness: good
universals all. Augustine persisted in asserting
they exist.
Ness
Miracle

Cafe
Coffee

Question: one plus one does not equal one
Answer: in the proof
How to’s: set one not equal to zero. Otherwise risk
invoking the universal of fluffness (ignore
if you’re a nominalist):
1* 0
Add one to both sides:

1 + 1 * 0+1

Wave hands about some theorem that
zero plus one equals one.
1 + 1*1
QED
Extra Credit
All of the above: jaunts in Rufus’s burbling world of binary foolery
None of the above: void
itself something,
wakefulness.

Ode to Respiration
1. Brain stem
Why the intake?
Conscious exertion, relegated
ritual, deity’s desire?
Your respiratory center flattens my diaphragm,
constricts tractable rib muscles, & the whole
business of my chest
expands.
Air pressure inside my lungs falls
below the air pressure outside my body.
A front has moved in: one partial vacuum &
air scoots on through.
2. Nose
Symmetrically segmented
side-by-side passages
reflexively suck, moisten, warm the air,
& filter infectious raiders
from my essential system.
Inside my smeller / sniffer / whiffer /
sneezer / snuffer / snoot,
stiff vibrissae cross their swords, arrest
infiltrating insects & dust
while flat cells fringed with
thousands of gesticulating
fingers wave by a current of mucous,
propel microscopic particles outward
or down to be digested.
Goblet cells keep on,
make more mucous.

3. Pharynx
Tube of a tonsil house
(adenoids, palatine, lingual)
your cilia sweep scum aside.
4. Larynx
Air swishes through you, short chute,
as you emit sounds: code
amplified, resonating,
slack vocal cords for low tones, taut ones
for higher pitches.
Multitasking larynx, your dangling epiglottis
prevents choking. But should food or fluids
lose their way, I cough
to clear my passage
& all the while you filter
oxygen-rife air.
5. Laryngeal tangent
Va ’teekach mee ’peeryo, she took of its fruit,
va ’tochal, and ate, va ’teeten gam-l ’eeshah eemah,
and gave some to her husband, va ’yochal,
and he ate.
The Rabbis took that fruit to be fig or grape,
wheat, citron, or carob: Near Eastern fruit all.
Christians think apple, for bad in Latin is malum
and malum means apple. And apples
were popular in Europe.
Adam’s apple could’ve been a fig.
6. Trachea
Your membrane of mucous
a landscape of protein & carbohydrate,

white blood cells, dead tissue cells,
water, salts mingling
prairie, bog, Dead Sea & forest:
a map of indistinct blues & greens & browns.
7. Bronchi
Air dashes through cartilaginous C-rings toward
the next hand-off. You choose an easterly or westerly
route, deliver air to each lung
in express proportion.
8. Bronchioles
Further in, the world condenses, like looking
through binoculars the wrong way
& seeing that circuitry of pale, fleshy
branches.
9. Alveoli
No outlet.
Grapelike clusters small enough for 150
million to fit into each lung, thin enough to pass
oxygen into nearby capillaries & accept
carbon dioxide for release, unobtrusive enough,
each, for the imperative task.
10. Brain stem revisited
Another front blows in. You signal those diaphragm
& rib cage muscles to relax. Lungs contracting,
air withdraws into another
system to whirl.

Curator
Toilet paper must be
Art— it’s in every
Museum in the world
Must be art
In every museum
In the world toilet
Paper is often
Used in museums
As toilet paper
Art museums’
Foundations built on
Old toilet paper, old art
Would toilet paper
Art find
World museums
Would that art
World paper over
Its bathrooms
Pay to let
The muse whirr

Pay per art, pay toilet
Let lid art toy
With every eave
Whirr down, to let
On to art

Hunger Maven
Best before April 3rd
For best results, use within 18 months of opening
Use within one week of opening
Use within two business days
Keep in a cool, dry place
Keep refrigerated
Keep using
Cholesterol free No fat
No artificial flavors No additives No
preservatives No natural flavors
Good source of soluble fiber
Excellent source of calcium
May reduce the risk of heart disease
Enlarged for details
Enlarged to show texture Enlarged
to show excellent heart disease source
Quartered artichoke hearts
Pitted olives
Diced tomatoes Stewed tomatoes
Quartered Pitted Diced Stewed
Quartered Pitted Diced Stewed
Quartered
der wut eight point five oz (two hundred forty gu)
forty-eight fl oz (one point five qut)
Manufactured by General Mills Sales, Inc.
Trademarks of Kettle Foods, Inc.
Distributed by Inter-American Products, Inc.
Manufactured by Distributed by Trademark of Inc. Sales Corp.
Serving size Servings per container Amount
per serving Serve
Serve fat 30 grams (saturated 15 grams
polyunsaturated 40 Monounsaturated 65) Total
fat: 30 grams Serve potassium lOOmg Sugars 80g Other
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carbohydrate 20g Other carbohydrate 500g
Other 2000g
Instructions
Roll 0.75 sheets into 6 x 8 inch square
Microwave at 70% power for 20 minutes, turning 90 degrees halfway through cooking
Stir continuously to avoid burning
Add a drop of vanilla, a dash of cinnamon, a pinch of nutmeg
Handy conversion table free with your paid subscription!
1 drop = 0.0131618 teaspoon (US) 1 dash = 0.0625184
teaspoon (US) 1 pinch = 0.1250368 teaspoon (US)
When the meat is brown, throw in a handful of mushrooms
Bake until dinner smells waft through the room and out the window and the neighbor
comes calling Serve over enough rice to satiate
Contains wheat ingredients Contains wheat
and milk ingredients May contain peanuts
Ingredients present at levels less than 2% may not be listed
Contains Thiamin 50% Niacin 50% Zinc 50%
Magnesium 2% Copper 2% Iron 0%
Quality Assurance 0% Quality Assurance % %
100% expeller pressed
Explore the Crisco Cooking Community at www.crisco.com.
Warning: Oil will catch fire if overheated. Damage or serious bums may result.
Questions? Comments? One eight hundred eight hundred one eight hundred
Tomato, Tropic: PS, Early maturity, Heavy yield, Desirable for hydroponics
Tomato, Vendor: St, J, V, Early maturity, Heavy yield, Short vine for low ceiling houses
Tomato, Early Girl: L, Bu, Very early maturity, Heavy yield, Good resistance to grey mold
Tomato, Ultra Girl: St, Early maturity, Heavy yield, Attractive fruit
Early maturity heavy yield Early maturity heavy yield
Attractive fruit heavy yield

Autoreply
I graft nascent branches to exhausted stumps,
half a day crouched on my haunches.
Those in the office would blanche
at this display of the old supporting the young.
Half a day crouched on my haunches:
this is the new agronomy, this is progress—
the old supporting the young.
Sun strikes the uncertain scions:
is this the new agronomy, is this progress?
In established groves, avocados are burning!
Sun striking the uncertain scions,
I dip into a bucket of white.
While in established groves, avocados bum,
I coat my palms with cool,
dip into that bucket of white,
smear sunscreen on spindly branches.
I coat my palms with cool,
think, Pinkerton avocados will soon overtake this grove
because I smeared sunscreen on spindly branches
in the crushing heat.
Think! Pinkertons will soon overtake this grove!
They were reared
in crushing heat
but with no local market, they’re too expensive not to export.
I was reared
to taste the sweet, not be afraid to pay hefty.
But with no local market, we’ll just have to import them
from some tropical vacation place.
To taste the sweet, they pay hefty,
those in the office, blanching,
imagining a tropical vacation place
where I graft nascent branches to exhausted stumps.

Atoning in the Old City
She knew what to do with chicken:
grasp it in your right hand, recite what your mother
recited, and revolve the scrubbed winged thing
around your head: kaporos, atonement
(according to footnote 1). Concrete seared my soles
through fabric shoes. Rush hour, four cars
chugged through erwv-enclosed
streets. The women’s entrance slept in the alley.
Ashamnu, bagadnu, gazalnu, dibarnu doji.
At least as young as I was, lashes
punctuating layers of bleached lace covering
what must have been
dark hair. Pale fabric lapped
at her skin as opaque white tights encased
ankles. Had she delivered children already?
Could I chant those same words, fast,
and know what they mean?
He ’evinu,

v’hirsha ’nu, zadnu, chamasnu, tafalnu sheker.

One of the loud ones behind the chiffon mechitza
must be her husband. She made a fist (her right,
footnote 2), and beat her chest softly, chanting
we have scorned, we have strayed:
Ya ’atsnu ra, kizavnu, latsnu, maradnu, ni ’atsnu . . .
I had scorned, I had strayed, I had used
the wrong hand. My feet sweated in the Saturday Market
shoes I packed for that day, cream roses
abruptly garish on maroon velour. Cream roses
made me stray. I should’ve asked for pardon, for
transliteration. Had I caught up in the prayerbook
when she scraped her chair back and dropped, head

to the ground again again hands supporting
stone floor, footnote oily and illegible?
. . . sararnu, avinu, pasha ’nu, tsararnu, kishinu oref.
How to learn
what to do with chicken? I sprinkle pinches
of rosemary and pepper on thigh, the boning knife’s
handle slippery with juice.
They used lard once upon a time, the cookbook, a low1999 variety, explains. Substitute plain
yogurt for sour cream, applesauce for oil, whites
for whole eggs.
Rasha ’nu, shichatnu,

ti’avnu, ta ’inu,

’ta ’nu.

Things You’ve Had Stolen

Relating
What does it mean
when 40 chicken hearts lie
still in a bowl?
When your divorced
friend raves about a man
who also
has a young daughter,
a man (it turns out)
she boiled
monkeys with
in anthropology class
ten years ago?
What could
it mean when
you go for a walk,
meet a moose
sticking his roseate
tongue out at you?
Or if a gaunt fox, silvery
black, crosses your path,
was it a discourteous
winter or bad luck
or nothing at all?
Does it make a difference
if she scuttles away after
glancing you
with her hazel eyes?

The Ride Home
5:12 p.m.
How do a dog’s paws hug like that?
How do leaves resist synchronization in autumn?
Will my daughter learn to extrapolate from a dollhouse?
Is the new Paprika Flame identical to my old Coral Blossom?
How is it that fuck can be a noun, adjective, verb, interjection, or adverb?
5:15 p.m.
How is it that my students can’t articulate the difference?
Why must beans be typed?
How do roots hurtle through soil?
Should I highlight my hair?
Is it acceptable to lean into a decorator pillow?
How do I gather birchlight?
Why does my cat love crayons, cylinders, and sewing patterns?
5:17 p.m.
How could I love crayons, cylinders, and sewing patterns?
Should I bother calculating the optimal amount of underwear for a trip?
How about socks?
What is the conversion ratio between memories and promises?
How can I get the tectonic plates inside my globe to shift?

Eating Out

I want to play connect-the-dots with the freckles on his pale,
salty back, but my favorite pen ran out of ink last Wednesday
while doing the Times crossword.
My lover stays away from crosswords. He spells Wednesday
Wensday,religious religus, and portrait portret; sometimes
he stretches canvas and paints irreverent portrets.
Mornings, I swat sleep seeds from his eyes.
Mornings, he nibbles my ladyfmgers, laughing.
Tofu-potato scrambles are his breakfast specialty;
he cooks them up with plenty of peppers, pungent cheese,
drizzling misspelled silliness in catsup over the top.
We met when he tossed my friend in a garbage can; I wouldn’t let
him drop me in a garbage can, so he carried me to Escape from New York,
where his cash flow couldn’t sustain two slices of cheese.
Instead, he ordered up a veggie calzone for us to share:
its insides were big with broccoli and melted mozzarella.
Tangy tomatoes and woody wild mushrooms jigged,
juices melding, and catapulted into our mouths.
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Being That Maniac

What if my husband didn’t come back from the farmer’s market? What if I wrote
only in lists? What if I crawled on the floor in class? in front of my students?
& squawked? What if I wailed at the checker? & lost the remaining sight in my eyes? &
voted
every single time? What if the library never gets rid of its metal detector?
What if I wrote all the time & all I wrote
was crap? What if I crapped right on this nice floral couch? or hugged
that man in the gorgeous grey sweater walking down the hall? or blew my nose crazy
loud
& threw my 3-ply Kleenex over my shoulder like in fashion shows, strutted
down the skinny runway in fishnet tights, all those blue & orange
lights? What if I strut down the hall to the water cooler? or pass out? or develop a
phobia?
What if Grandma Anna dies? What if my belly rumbles,
& the man in the gorgeous grey sweater hears? & cares? What if I’ve already developed
a phobia? What if a day’s worth of world news
happens in my hometown? & all anyone ever says to me again is Hi, how are you?
What if that wreath on the door starts spinning & flies away & buries itself where there
are only
pine trees & no people? What if I didn’t have to explain to 86% of the population why
I haven’t finished my Christmas shopping yet? What if I start sending my own damn emails
about growing a bigger penis in 48 hours?
What if I fart right now, in this office with all these people in it? Would they know
it was me & leave the room, or say something, or sip their Cokes? Or would they worry
others
thought it was them? What if I start every sentence with /? & begin thinking that way?
& gallop everywhere & neigh? I am afraid of the public. I must be. In public
I won’t pick my underwear out of my ass. Where it is right now.
I’m a liar. I do it all the time. When I hope you’re not looking. That’s not the only thing
O f course you know the real reason people like the apartments on top better than the
street level ones.
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They want to wander around . . . comfortably. You think this tight checkered shell is
comfortable? This fitted little linen jacket? You’re a maniac. I’m a maniac.
Sometimes I wish I could go somewhere
& be that maniac. Even a cat. My Sonia, say. She seems content. She gets her litter box
cleaned,
her water dish filled. She doesn’t have to get speeding tickets orserve jury dutyor try
to book flights to Phoenix on my salary. She licks her ass
in public. She is petted & exercised & sleeps at whim.
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Part 3
Grandma Anna did die, I stopped washing my socks, and I almost accidentally veered
into that wall by the cemetery by my old house I told you about. When I finally got to my
old house, it looked pretty much the same as it always had. Except the weeds were more
robust. Like they’d been the ones eating the bugs. I wondered if the new people were
doing laundry. Like I should’ve been. Instead of finding out I went to the supermarket
and bought packs and packs of socks. Then I went home and sat on the floor and
wondered what to do with all my dirty socks. There’d be more in a few weeks, and I
always try to plan ahead. What would the man on the 30 stamp do? I thought this Paul
Dudley White was some sort of goof, but Google came back with 156,000 results. Some
goof. I didn’t try typing my name into Google. Maybe it was time to go back to school,
get an advanced degree in economics, revolutionize the study of sock monopolies, and
get on the 40 stamp. Except I’m not sure that there is a 40 stamp.

Things You’ve Had Stolen
A mulberry beret your grandma crocheted—swiped by the bad boy
in the back row, Marylhurst Elementary, 1983
Your sister’s crocodile handbag and the nine bucks in it—diverted
when my head was turned, Dot’s Cafe, 1992 (good thing refills
were free)
Your ambition of becoming a mathematician—your father
laughed, 1994
The chunky ring your lanky boyfriend gave you—pilfered from
the counter of the girls’ bathroom and held until you offered
a reward, Roosevelt High, 1993
Aunt Ruthie— suicide, 1986
Your first professional skateboard, an Alva Bill Danforth with
pearly skulls, ugly stick rails so you wouldn’t tear up the graphics,
and green Slimeball wheels—you let a high school girl try it out
and she rode away; you’d almost bagged the bitch when she
pitched herself into a green Ford, Woodstock Park, 1990
Your silver dollar collection, one gleaming saucer for each home
run Aunt Ruthie had seen you smack—clipped by a cousin who
needed speed, 1988
Uncle Earl— cocaine, 1995
Your ‘65 Chevy Impala, metallic azure with cornflower vinyl
seats— it pulled out of your grandma’s driveway one afternoon as
we lounged on her tangerine couch—someone needed it more than
you did, needed it to transport something heavy, 1998

Binocular
Silverfish nest in one comer of her bedroom.
She would have vacuumed today, only she hates
to disturb them.
Tomorrow is Valentine’s Day and her sweetheart is a kiwi.
He lazes in a bowl in her kitchen, a puckered
brown fruit.
If my neighbor were a mapmaker, she would color
outside the lines, pushing red into pink into green until all countries
bled and blended together.
She’s been working on her novel for three years now:
in the kitchen late at night she peels oranges
to Rachmaninoff.
Last spring her six-year-old niece ate half a watermelon,
then planted six seeds just beyond the front porch. Sometime
between the moonrise and Concerto No. 3
my neighbor sprinkled seeds all around. She played tug-of-war
with the vines all summer, watermelon juice
staining her niece’s chin.

Mail Order Life
First I’d order me up a miniskirt (Chinese for autumn wind
deceives you), black but not pleather, and the legs
to go with it. I’d publish “Lament for
a Lack of Counter Space” and “Ode to the One-Liner,” then bulldoze
an island into Linoleumland, with those hooks overhead for fancy pans
like at Street of Dreams. I’d get back
to newborn. I’d get back
that root beer brown ’58 Chevy Apache, borrowed
by the kids who half spray painted it a black that
sucked in all my light. I’d get binoculars, batteries and bread
delivered to my deck, and get back
at the elephants who live upstairs, where Hoovers die by
chartreuse shag, and cold
air swishes from light switches, where that thud
is just jolly good folks playing hot
potato with a bowling ball at four not-in-the-aftemoon.
In my life (Item N2 Z-as-in-zebra-4-8-2-N-as-in-nincompoop, Size
one size fits all, 1st color choice tumescent tulip, 2nd choice
zippy lily), they wouldn’t measure my insides by the metric system:
Indication: Evaluate for cholecystitis. Findings: The common
bile duct measures 1.2 mm. The pancreas is
unremarkable. The bladder measures
cm. Who knew
my right kidney was 1.8 cm shorter than my left? When my grandpa
went in, they told him he didn’t have a right kidney. Not to worry,
they said. Then, Be careful, they said. To me
they said, idiopathic, cause
unknown. The egret stamp will get my order in. I’ll allow six to
ten weeks for delivery. Then the thermostat won’t spark when I touch it.
Lew the Jumping Bean’s captivity will be ephemeral. I’ll drive
outside the lines instead of lying in a remote control
bed, where ruddy ones coax plastic in my mouth
and around my arm eight times every twenty-four hours, tell
me I have manchego— what Napoleon had—but I’d dreamed the word.
Why wouldn’t the doctor talk to Ma, when Mars was a shiny
yellow pinhead next to the familiar crescent in the parking lot, and my hair
kept falling out, white fleshbits disconnecting from brown
strands? I hadn’t conjured significant words
in weeks. Manchego. Manchego. Manchego. If they sold

memory sticks for people, I’d buy a case, fill them, then break them
selectively. I’d never have conferred with wheelchair. I’d be robust
as zucchini plants in late summer, spreading thick arms
full of hairy fruit.

Eschewing Entropy

A gory teammate lectures her stumps. Yesterday I reaped
a stunned estuary and lectured that gouged businessmen
are filleting a warden’s testicles and that talk radio will
be the first to gobble. I threshed the dominant omelettes
on cabstands at 2 AM, testers domesticating the loony
jungle and climbing husbands. Those particular testicles.
A gory teammate learns from her stumps. Yesterday
I read a stunned estuary and learned that gouged
businessmen are fighting a warden’s testicles and that
talk radio will be the first to go. I thought of the dominant
omelettes on cabstands at 2 a m , testers doing the loony
jungle and clearing husbands. Those particular testicles.
A good teammate leams from her stumps. Yesterday
I read a student estuary and learned that gorged
businessmen are fighting a warden’s testicles and that
talk radio will be the first to go. I thought of the doggy
omelettes on cabstands at 2 AM, testers doing the long
jungle and clearing husbands. Those parlous testicles.
A good teacher leams from her students. Yesterday
I read a student essay and learned that Gorge bush
is fighting a war on terriorism and that the Talebone
will be the first to go. I thought of the doggy
Olympics on cable at 2 a m , terriers doing the long
jump and clearing hurdles. Those parlous terriorists.

Alive Still
Creatures appeared, etched into oak.
The big-nosed man peeked out and smiled:
knots in a table from timberland we broke.
In the family room, we all helped stoke
the fire with wood that we’d beguiled.
Creatures appeared, rising from oak:
a woman whose yellow eyes smoked
peered out through the screen like a child:
knots in a table from timberland we broke.
My two brothers couldn’t not poke
brown bears and potato bugs, faces mild:
creatures appeared, ashes from oak.
Outside in the cold, crows swooped & croaked
while Douglas firs grew tall in the wild.
Knots in a table from timberland we broke.
I helped Mom set the black beans to soak.
Dad brought firewood in— how high he piled it!
Creatures appeared, weeping from oak:
knots in a table from timberland we broke.

Nuzzle
Vrooming along the ceiling, I alone was ace in my bedroom.
My turquoise Schwinn won the race in my bedroom.
Nine exponent rules in all. Algebra books
in place, we interfaced in my bedroom.
After three hours sucking down chlorine,
I peeled off my brace in my bedroom.
He had the six sexiest whiskers in class.
My rose nightie I unlaced in my bedroom.
Yank, grasp, twist, aim: practicing
with mace in my bedroom.
I tweezed stamps from Bolivia, Belgium, and Guam,
pressed leaves with grace in my bedroom.
When he came over to pick up his locker combination,
his hot licks made me lose face in my bedroom.
Grounded, no markers, phone, or TV,
all weekend I paced in my bedroom.
Caged green light whorled out of its bulb and scarified
plump fingertips as we ffeebased in my bedroom.
Doesn’t matter ribbed, lubed, or neon, she winked,
I should always have some just in case in my bedroom.
I was thimble, hat, and banker, too, with two hotels and three
houses. That afternoon—what a chase in my bedroom!

The Belly

Embankment
His are a toddler’s long lashes. Meaty flies
touch down on his eyes, catch his cheeks
with their feet, hold,
then release. I pad around the village, reeking
of sunscreen. Bread steams outside, crusts
browning under black nets: thirty
or forty round loaves, enough
for a village. The older children pour
in from the perimeter: Pens? Pens? They graze
in my pockets, querying.
I give them what pens I have. A thin young man
shows off his shower: plastic baggie
taped to a spattering hose.
Chickens meander about, squawking,
as wizened women in tattered black skirts
prepare coarse meal for more bread. The Nubian captain
gesticulates, It
’stime. I climb onto the felucca.
We drift, the Nile rife with bloated, downy flies.

Land of the Stuffed Camel and Moses’ Revelation
This is no dive.
This is four paltry walls of chipping white paint,
a tin roof, the almost-floor
and us,
eyes at half mast,
ingesting the hot afternoon air
as it expands around us. In Cairo
our group lived in a dive, but this, this
is Dahab, a vacationist’s dream: the brochures pledged
Sun, snorkeling, sarongs!
Henna tattoos! Tropical
hedonism. And it’s true—
fit, blond Aussies run the scuba school out back, and a dozen
eateries sink one strip of beach: crazy patchwork
cushions bleed color in the sun, propped up
on rugs in the sand. Locals serve Mediterranean food,
cold drinks (no ice) to the bikiniand Speedo-clad throng, and we share
our beach with every seven- and eight-year-old
Egyptian girl around—pushing hair wraps
for only ten piasters: You like yellow?
You like red! Only ten
piasters! You want? The girls’ dads circle
the beach, just out of range, twenty
or thirty men in pilling sweaters, another
ninety-five-degree-day. Melanie buys a girl
a Coke. Red and white Arabic
letters wiggle around the glass
bottle. We drop into the faded cushions of
the menu, glance again

peruse

at the mountains, hardened
sand on the opposite shore where
Moses wandered generations ago, climbed
a mountain, heard HaShem,
if only it were that easy
to hear
HaShem.
The sloth here suits us,
but the peddlers won’t cease screaming
theirs is the authentic
Nefertiti. We are gorged
on hummus and pita, we peel each other
off the cushions, trying not to kick
the nargilla, apple tobacco just a scribble
of smoke now. Time to saunter
to the nearest kiosk, not four feet away, buy
camels for our friends (crooked tan
string, stuffing easing out of
bellies sewn almost-shut)
in this scrubby Sinai town that won’t
be owned.

“meet us at utopia”

Brown marker on pink
construction paper, note
flaps on peeling door:
“down Belmont, across
from Zupan’s on 34th.”
I slog down Belmont to
yellow barstools, cracked
red concrete, sky on wall.
She’s already sipping
blended fruit, noshing
almond biscotti, while
her little daughter spoons
pools of mild salsa over
omelette (minus the
onions) & the guy’s eyes
at the next table scream
What a hottie. “Down
Belmont, across
from Zupan’s on 34th”
her daughter’s crayons
slide through salsa,
the server weaves
in her polished clogs &
vintage pink that’s right
for southeast Portland,
for a utopia that’s just
“down Belmont, across
from Zupan’s on 34th.”
We walk. Someone
filled intersection
with swerving yellow
petals, stabbed
concrete with brush
to create sunflower.
Gaudy greens graze
sidewalk edge. Mute
in the intersection.
Must be a thousand

purple seeds. Daughter
forgot her picture.
Just down Belmont,
phantasmagoria, across
from Zupan’s, this
utopia: pert servers
fix their myopia on
Formica counters, wiped
to reeking of ammonia.
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Uteri
My innards twitch, the blood ripe
with leftovers. Twiny juices tear from my body.
Consent to the drip, the ache, the rupture—
ingest two Aleve, two Excedrin, two Aleve. I tally
the six-hour mark on my fingers. Supine,
I trace ceiling with my eyeballs as the TV vibrates,
a blue wraith in the night:
the girl’s cropped pink button-down is perfectly pressed,
the new spring thing, and her sister
blow-dried her hair ruler straight with
a round, hollow brush (the kind you’re supposed to use).
She: statuesque Her room: incandescent
Her headset: looped over a blueberry cell phone
Two walls: pale lime The others: ripening strawberry
Her schoolwork: scattered in piles of equal height
Queen bed: flung with lemon-fragranced pillows
Her perfume: parfait. Tonight, she wafts
out to gab with her girlfriends
at the carnival, where, at the base of the roller coaster, she asks for
a pad. A pad! her friend sniffs, pert nose disbelieving. Here! She slips
her palm-sized salvation, directs her
knowingly. Within moments, Pink button-down emerges, panty line
secreted. The Gravitron beckons. The girls’ teeth
flash in the night.
Prone, with my insides ejecting, I ponder cauterization, or scrubbing
my belly out with an art gum eraser. Sleep lurks hours away,
unwilling to sever my trunk from its percussion. Gravity
thrusts Pink button-down against the wall
as the Gravitron’s tempo
reaches crescendo.
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Commute
I veered around gangly streetgirls and big-briefcased suits and street vendors
thrusting dollar ninety-nine week-old roses into my fists: I tuned to the oppi-choppity
of my navy nubuck heels on chipped Portland pavement, refused each
hoochy
mama! and the heart-tugs for loose change: refused the sky, the wet pellets, refused
to let Jesus save me: I forked over my dollar fifteen to the big-haired bus driver, let
sleep lurch and lull me home, and later someone said Alii was at that bus stop and she
called you, loud, into the sky, loud, but the grey pellets and you didn pause didn
turn didn
’tsee the scrubby start o f auburn hair on her chemo-bald head, malignancy
spreading through wheelchair-bound legs: you saw headhunters and harmonica
players and you sprinted for the bus and you made it and three weeks later—
Alii didn
’t

Embers
For Genya Ratner, z
Grandma went shopping, just didn’t come back.
She wanted to help Grandpa, buy him yeast.
Her winter slippers were still gently packed.
It was at the store: her heart simply ceased.
She wanted to help him, buy him some yeast.
Now he stands clasping a red cedar box.
It was at the store: her heart simply ceased.
That she survived war was the paradox.
Now he stands clasping a red cedar box
wrapped in layers of velvet and plastic.
That she survived war was the paradox,
that leukemia she’d managed to kick.
Clutching layers of velvet and plastic,
he stands at their entrance in pressed black slacks.
Even leukemia she’d managed to kick,
immigrated, learned a foreign syntax.
He stands at their entrance in pressed black slacks
as cold sun creeps Portland to sixty-four.
In this new place, he struggles with syntax.
Yet Grandpa helps Grandma to their front door
as cold sun creeps Portland to sixty-four.
Her winter slippers are still gently packed.
Grandpa eases Grandma through their front door;
she’d gone shopping, almost hadn’t come back.
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The Belly
Kinda felt like knives
carving into it, so Mom teased the cuts
with iodine & plied them
with stripy purple Band-aids,
the waterproof kind.
By the time I missed two
days of school thick fists
were pounding away—before, during, after
breakfast, through Cosby reruns & Seventh
Heaven till lunch, scabby fists karate-chopping
my soft middle from tuna fish to pudding
to naptime, pummeling Belly Button till
dinner & finally
bed. So Mom got out my box of Crayola
markers, the washable kind,
& colored on Tummy a night punctuated
with blue spiders swimming
in lagoons of orchids. In the morning
the sun came around & the lagoons
lightened. So did the spiders. So did
night. The deeper orchids
morphed into thin pink
roses my bruises.
I awoke anew. I’d slept for forty-two hours,
got up to pee thirteen times. My sheets
had spawned lagoon-loving orchids.
Then Mom said she didn’t feel so good.

When the paper gets delivered
I fold it in eighths (it’s better that way).
Louisetta propels a mandarin down
my life-size porcupine figurine. The quills
puncture the mandarin. Louisetta tongues
the sticky-hued juice
gingerly, secrets herself under
my desk inside the shell
of a forty pound coco de mer,
Lodoicea maldivica. Don’t worry,
I helped her eat the nut
first. She wouldn’t have just taken
its shell. Compost turns
in the backyard. Black ants and beetles help.
Basil’s bass rhythm carries
from upstairs. He gets to wait
at 9th & Rind for the school bus, three
whole blocks away.
I put the comics down
to swat with one of Louisetta’s
spinach green feathers at dust
particles pendulous in the air.
Naturally,
I ask her first if that’s okay. Why not? she
squawks, never Why? I like Louisetta.

Challah
Egg, flour, yeast, meld with sugar
beneath the pulse
of my fingertips flecked with salt
as you emerge from my enamel bowl
lopsided, sticky. Working through
your clods of flour
I try to catch
the exhalation of your pores.
You cling to the crevices beneath my fingernails
and refuse to let go the loose, fleshy knuckles
of my hands, feeding you raisins.
I whisper Sleep
and covering you with pale terry,
tiptoe urgently away
to let you grow.
You awaken supple—
warm scent of possibility pricks my palms:
a bit more flour (not too much),
again the gentle wrestle—
I punch you down, you swell back out
and then I’ve kneaded you just right, because
as Grandpa says, you’re the consistency
of an earlobe.
You let go my hands
and I form you into the plumpest braid,
then slip you onto a buttered baking sheet.
I brush your length with egg-whipped milk
and coax you into the hot place.
A bit of pacing, then
the timer’s chime.

Tan as horses,
you bring with you
Shabbat.

Intention
Giselle’s hair is patted
perfectly out of place. Ivory light
plays across her cheekbones. Gulls
sweep the sky, cued
from one side of the set to the other.
It is romantic, her sleeping
on this antique bench
beneath that light. Don considers
the angles: her chin, cheekbones,
ankles. Marie ensures nothing
is between her teeth. Time
accommodates. Nearby, her lover’s
bathroom and kitchen are for
effect, not drudgery, garbage trucks
don’t wake him at 6 a.m. unless
it’s significant. Her wrists are glazed
in mulberries, deep mustards, port,
makes you hungry, makes it look
like they swell.
What a world where
Christmas happens every 40 minutes
and clubs are always packed
with the attractive.
In the movies, bagels
and cream cheese come
garnished with capers, insomnia
makes you lucid, and theft
is gritty, suspenseful music
having been added post-production.
The world doesn’t wobble
in a viewfinder that’s perched
on a tripod. Seven bucks
will buy you away.

